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INTRODUCTION 

 After deriving a mathematical model of a system, the system performance analysis 

can be done in various methods. 

 In analyzing and designing control systems, a basis of comparison of performance of 

various control systems should be made. This basis may be set up by specifying 

particular test input signals and by comparing the responses of various systems to 

these signals. 

 The system stability, system accuracy and complete evaluation are always based on 

the time response analysis and the corresponding results. 

 Next important step after a mathematical model of a system is obtained. 

 To analyze the systems performance. 

 Normally use the standard input signals to identify the characteristics of systems 

response 

 Step function 

 Ramp function 

 Impulse function 

 Parabolic function 

 Sinusoidal function 



TIME RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

 It is an equation or a plot that describes the behavior of a
system and contains much information about it with respect to
time response specification as overshooting, settling time, peak
time, rise time and steady state error. Time response is formed
by the transient response and the steady state response.

 Time response = Transient response + Steady state response
Transient time response (Natural response) describes the
behavior of the system in its first short time until arrives
the steady state value and this response will be our study
focus. If the input is step function then the output or the
response is called step time response and if the input is
ramp, the response is called ramp time response ... etc.



CLASSIFICATION OF TIME RESPONSE 

Transient response 

Steady state response 

y(t) = yt(t) + yss(t) 



TRANSIENT RESPONSE

 The transient response is defined as the part of the time
response that goes to zero as time becomes very large. Thus
yt(t) has the property

 Lim yt(t) = 0 t -->∞

 The time required to achieve the final value is called transient
period. The transient response may be exponential or
oscillatory in nature. Output response consists of the sum of
forced response (form the input) and natural response (from the
nature of the system).The transient response is the change in
output response from the beginning of the response to the final
state of the response and the steady state response is the output
response as time is approaching infinity (or no more changes at
the output).



Contd…



STEADY STATE RESPONSE

 The steady state response is the part of the total response that

remains after the transient has died out. For a position control

system, the steady state response when compared to with the

desired reference position gives an indication of the final

accuracy of the system. If the steady state response of the

output does not agree with the desired reference exactly, the

system is said to have steady state error.



TYPICAL INPUT SIGNALS

 Impulse Signal 

 Step Signal 

 Ramp Signal 

 Parabolic Signal 



TABLE 1



TIME RESPONSE ANALYSIS & DESIGN

 Two types of inputs can be applied to a control system.

Command Input or Reference Input yr(t). Disturbance Input

w(t) (External disturbances w(t) are typically uncontrolled

variations in the load on a control system). In systems

controlling mechanical motions, load disturbances may

represent forces. In voltage regulating systems, variations in

electrical load area major source of disturbances.



TEST SIGNALS



 Transfer Function

 One of the types of Modeling a system

 Using first principle, differential equation is obtained

 Laplace Transform is applied to the equation assuming zero

initial conditions

 Ratio of LT (output) to LT (input) is expressed as a ratio of

polynomial in s in the transfer function.

 Order of a system

 The Order of a system is given by the order of the differential

equation governing the system

 Alternatively, order can be obtained from the transfer function

 In the transfer function, the maximum power of s in the

denominator polynomial gives the order of the system.



 Dynamic Order of Systems

 Order of the system is the order of the differential equation that

governs the dynamic behaviour

 Working interpretation: Number of the dynamic elements /

capacitances or holdup elements between a

 manipulated variable and a controlled variable

 Higher order system responses are usually very difficult to

resolve from one another

 The response generally becomes sluggish as the order

increases.



SYSTEM RESPONSE FIRST-ORDER SYSTEM TIME 

RESPONSE 

 Transient 

 Steady-state 

 Second-order system time response 

 Transient 

 Steady-state 
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 First Order System Y s / R(s) = K / (1+ K+sT) = K / (1+sT)

Step Response of First Order System Evolution of the transient

response is determined by the pole of the transfer function at

s=-1/t where t is the time constant Also, the step response can

be found:
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 Overdamped response: Poles: Two real at -ζ1 - -ζ2 Natural response: Two

exponentials with time constants equal to the reciprocal of the pole location

C( t)= k1 e-ζ1+ k2 e-ζ2 Poles: Two complex at Underdamped response: -

ζ1±jWd Natural response: Damped sinusoid with an exponential

envelope whose time constant is equal to the reciprocal of the pole‗s

radian frequency of the sinusoid, the damped frequency of oscillation, is

equal to the imaginary part of the poles

 Undamped Response: Poles: Two imaginary at ±jW1 Natural response:

Undamped sinusoid with radian frequency equal to the imaginary part

of the poles C(t) = Acos(w1t-φ) Critically damped responses: Poles: Two

real at Natural response: One term is an exponential whose time

constant is equal to the reciprocal of the pole location. Another term

product of time and an exponential with time constant equal to the

reciprocal of the pole location.
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PID CONTROLLERS PROPORTIONAL 

CONTROLLERS

 PID Controllers Proportional controllers – pure gain or attenuation

 Integral controllers – integrate error Derivative controllers – differentiate

error Proportional Controller U = Kp e

 Controller input is error (reference output)

 Controller output is control signal

 P controller involves only a proportional gain (or attenuation)

 Integral Controller

 Integral of error with a constant gain

 Increase system type by 1

 Infinity steady-state gain

 Eliminate steady-state error for a unit step input
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 Controller Structure 

 Single controller 

 P controller, I controller, D controller 

 Combination of controllers 

 PI controller, PD controller 

 PID controller 

 Controller Performance 

 P controller 

 PI controller 

 PD Controller 

 PID Controller 

 Design of PID Controllers 

 Based on the knowledge of P, I and D 

 – trial and error 

 – manual tuning 

 – simulation 
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 Design of PID Controllers

 Time response measurements are particularly simple.

 A step input to a system is simply a suddenly applied input - often just a
constant voltage applied through a switch.

 The system output is usually a voltage, or a voltage output from a
transducer measuring the output.

 A voltage output can usually be captured in a file using a C program or a
Visual Basic program.

 You can use responses in the time domain to help you determine the transfer
function of a system.

 First we will examine a simple situation. Here is the step response of a
system. This is an example of really "clean" data, better than you might
have from measurements. The input to the system is a step of height 0.4.
The goal is to determine the transfer function of the system.
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 Impulse Response of A First Order System

 The impulse response of a system is an important response.
The impulse response is the response to a unit impulse.

 The unit impulse has a Laplace transform of unity (1).That
gives the unit impulse a unique stature. If a system has a unit
impulse input, the output transform is G(s), where G(s) is the
transfer function of the system. The unit impulse response is
therefore the inverse transform of G(s), i.e. g(t), the time
function you get by inverse transforming G(s). If you haven't
begun to study Laplace transforms yet, you can just file these
last statements away until you begin to learn about Laplace
transforms. Still there is an important fact buried in all of this.
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of a system can be useful in identifying systems (getting system parameters from

measured responses).

 In this section we will examine the shapes/forms of several impulse responses. We

will start with simple first order systems, and give you links to modules that discuss

other, higher order responses. A general first order system satisfies a differential

equation with this general form If the input, u(t), is a unit impulse, then for a short

instant around t = 0 the input is infinite. Let us assume that the state, x(t), is initially

zero, i.e. x(0) = 0. We will integrate both sides of the differential equation from a

small time, , before t = 0, to a small time, after t = 0. We are just taking

advantage of one of the properties of the unit impulse. The right hand side of

the equation is just Gdc since the impulse is assumed to be a unit impulse - one

with unit area. Thus, we have: We can also note that x(0) = 0, so the second

integral on the right hand side is zero. In other words, what the impulse does is

it produces a calculable change in the state, x(t), and this change occurs in a

negligibly short time (the duration of the impulse) after t = 0 That leads us to a

simple strategy for getting the impulse response. Calculate the new initial

condition after the impulse passes. Solve the differential equation - with zero

input - starting from the newly calculated initial condition.



TIME DOMAIN SPECIFICATIONS OF A SECOND ORDER 

SYSTEM THE PERFORMANCE OF A SYSTEM IS 

USUALLY EVALUATED IN TERMS OF THE FOLLOWING 

QUALITIES. . 

 How fast it is able to respond to the input. 

 How fast it is reaching the desired output 

 What is the error between the desired output and the actual output, once the 

transients die down and steady slate is achieved 

 Does it oscillate around the desired value, and 

 Is the output continuously increasing with time or is it bounded. 

 The last aspect is concerned with the stability of the system and we would 

require the system to be stable. This aspect will be considered later. The first 

four questions will be answered in terms of time domain specifications of 

the system based on its response to a unit step input. 

 These are the specifications to be given for the design of a controller for a 

given system. 

 We have obtained the response of a type 1 second order system to a unit 

step input. The step 

 response of a typical underdamped second order system is plotted in Fig. 
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ROOT LOCUS TECHNIQUE 

 Introduced by W. R. Evans in 1948 . Graphical method, in 

which movement of poles in the s-plane is sketched when some 

parameter is varied The path taken by the roots of the 

characteristic equation when open loop gain K is varied from 0 

to ∞ are called root loci Direct Root Locus = 0 < k < ∞ 

 Inverse Root Locus = - ∞ < k < 0 

 Root Locus Analysis: 

 The roots of the closed-loop characteristic equation define the 

system characteristic responses 

 Their location in the complex s-plane lead to prediction of the 

characteristics of the time domain responses in terms of: 

 damping ratio ζ, natural frequency, wn
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 damping constant ζ, first-order modes 

 Consider how these roots change as the loop gain is varied 

from 0 to∞ 



BASICS OF ROOT LOCUS: 

 Symmetrical about real axis 

 RL branch starts from OL poles and terminates at OL zeroes 

 No. of RL branches = No. of poles of OLTF 

 Centroid is common intersection point of all the asymptotes on 

the real axis 

 Asymptotes are straight lines which are parallel to RL going to 

∞ and meet the RL at ∞ 

 No. of asymptotes = No. of branches going to ∞ 

 At Break Away point , the RL breaks from real axis to enter 

into the complex plane 

 At BI point, the RL enters the real axis from the complex plane 



CONSTRUCTING ROOT LOCUS: 

 Locate the OL poles & zeros in the plot 

 Find the branches on the real axis 

 Find angle of asymptotes & centroid

 Φa= ±180º(2q+1) / (n-m) 

 ζa = (Σpoles - Σzeroes) / (n-m) 

 Find BA and BI points 

 Find Angle Of departure (AOD) and Angle Of Arrival (AOA) 

 AOD = 180º- (sum of angles of vectors to the complex pole from all other 
poles) + (Sum of angles of vectors to the complex pole from all zero) 

 AOA = 180º- (sum of angles of vectors to the complex zero from all other 
zeros) + (sum of angles of vectors to the complex zero from poles) 

 Find the point of intersection of RL with the imaginary axis. 
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THANK YOU


